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ou DON'T HAVE TO BE CRAZY to be against Mental

Health. In its upper-case incarnations at least—a
National Institute and hundreds of Community
Centers—the Mental Health movement seeks to be
a powerful estate in corporate America. The fact that it has
largely failed as an agency of social control hardly matters;
as a system of mind-bureaucracies it is succeeding nicely.
The damage it does is felt not so much in terms of therapeutics as in its social roles. Like its analogous powerestates—corporate law, corporate industry, corporate media,
corporate universities—corporate Mental Health works to
stabilize the values and solidify the ideals of the society it
serves. It can be no other way. For despite the best intentions of its practitioners, managerial Mental Health will not
destroy the social framework in which it thrives.
The mind-bureaucrats comprise a commanding class of
managers with a vast network of interlocking interests: race
relations, the "new consciousness," pharmaceutical sales,
health insurance, real estate, building construction, congressional politics, research grants, crime in the streets—and a
lot else. What the managers command are battalions of psychiatrists, divisions of non-professional workers and endless
armies of the disturbed, depressed and deranged. They control budgets running to hundreds of millions a year; they
direct elaborate research projects in the physical and behavioral sciences; they staff commissions, boards and panels that guide national policy about crime, violence, race, delinquency, drugs, pornography and education.

Mental Health as a social campaign began early in the
century in conjunction with the generalized psychiatric movement. Although the two were not identical, these movements
represented similar aspects of an historical urge whose time
had come: to organize human consciousness for social improvement. For their time, the movements were in many
ways revolutionary—that is, they organized people to deal
with themselves, their fellows and their world in radically
new ways. We are now, of course, all Freudians, as we are
all Marxists.
As revolutions will, the psychiatric one began to deteriorate as it achieved power in its institutionalized forms, and
as its organizers found status in their managerial roles. No
need to assign blame; that process of cooptation is as natural
and unavoidable as such phenomena can be. Radical cultural
movements can hardly escape the development of the political and economic systems in which they were born. Movements of radical consciousness regularly become expressions
of a new status quo, gleaming with glass and steel, brimming with bank accounts, pleased with power.
The bureaucratization of Mental Health—and its transition from small letters to grand capitals—began in earnest
after the Second World War, when it was clear that New
Deal politics would no longer remake American society into
a perfect social democracy. Politics died in the Fifties—that
is, politics as once practiced—and a kind of estate-management began to take its place. The new "politicians" were no
longer elected officials and their brain-trusters, but the college presidents, the industrial captains, the media baronets,
the legal legionnaires—and the social science bureaucrats—
who offered some promise of making the super-complex so-

ciety run smoothly. New Dealers flocked into the new liberal
managerial slots, where they quickly found contentment,
high salaries and well-appointed suburban comforts. The
high-water mark of their establishment was the early Kennedy Administration, which was founded, supported and
operated on a base of the new corporatism. And despite the
analysis of Kennedyites themselves, the end of it all did not
begin in Dallas, but in Vietnam, Watts and Berkeley. The
system created its own destroyers.

M

ENTAL HEALTH FOUND ITS institutional base in
Washington, within spitting distance of the
other bureaucratic centers of the State. Geographically and conceptually, the epicenter became the National Institute of Mental Health—one of ten
National Institutes of Health—which grew up in suburban
Bethesda, Maryland, and now lies upon the city of Washington like adrenal glands on the national kidney. NIMH—in
schematic perspective—is an agency for the accumulation,
assemblage and distribution of power. Under the assumption
that Mental Health can solve many (some say all) of America's social problems, the mind-bureaucrats attract the support and participation of the rich, influential and educated.
For incentive, the participants get salaries and status—and,
more than that, the illusion that they are helpful and rightthinking leaders of their country. Such feelings are actually
reinforced when NIMH and the Mental Health system are
attacked by the discredited ogres of society—traditionally,
the reactionary right, the know-nothings and the military;
and of late the radical left.
To assemble their power in usable vehicles, the N I M H
managers have built Community Mental Health Centers in
260 locations throughout the country; 420 are projected for
some arbitrary first stage, and officials are frank to say that
they would like to build upwards of 1000 centers, or one per
every 200.000 people in the "catchment areas" into which
they have carved up the map of America. The centers are
meant to provide both emergency care for citizens in the
throes of a freak-out, and "rehabilitation" care for those who
act chronically in ways which they or the psychiatrists think
are aberrant. In practice, they become immersed in the social
politics of the communities they serve—certainly a promising practice, except that they bring all the values of authoritarian, manipulative, class-biased, white psychiatry to those
tasks. At first, the centers were involved in race problems;
recently, many have become tired of that social war-horse
and are concentrating on "trendier," whiter problems, such as
freaky kids and dope.
The Mental Health bureaucracy's power is distributed in
a number of ways: therapy at the centers; jobs for professionals and non-professionals; fellowships for psychiatrists;
research grants; propaganda for this or that approach to
social problems (drug use and alcoholism, for example);
and the placement of NIMH people and their associates on
policy-making or planning boards. It was striking to see, for
instance, that the social science section of the Kerner Commission was directed and staffed for the most part by N I M H
types. The same was true for the Commission on Violence
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and similar panels.
In all those ways, the Mental Health management closes
its system to itself. N I M H controls most of the money spent
in the U. S. for research in psychiatry and related fields.
Although a pretense of scientific objectivity and independence is maintained, the' reality is quite different: grants are
reviewed and approved by a predictable collection of established mental health managers, who award their sizable
chunks of bread for projects which meet the bureaucracy's
ideological needs.
The ideology, too, flows predictably from the nature of
the bureaucracy and its first consideration of self-preservation, perpetuation and extension. NIMH's treatment of the
drug "problem," for one example, shows how it works.

D

RUGS ARE DEFINED AS A PROBLEM in U.S. society for
I all the well-chronicled reasons: puritanism, func' tionalism, bewilderment, etc. Once a drug is categorized as prohibited (for any reason), its use is
always considered abuse. It turns out, then, that any use of
marijuana is drug abuse. Tremendous research effort is then
spent in detailing the nature of that use/abuse: most of it
with no discernible (at least no relevant) results. The greatest part of drug research grants, for instance, goes into
pharmacological studies, which presume to look for objective tests for the effects of marijuana use. Very little money
is spent for clinical studies of human heads; what there is
goes for research into behavior, not consciousness. As every
pot smoker knows, the most interesting thing marijuana does
is to the head, not the body. But at present, "science" has no
good ways of dealing with such matters; behavior is easier
to study, and chemistry easiest. And so the problem is defined in the terms that are most convenient to research.
"NIMH thinks that objective events are more important
than subjective events," one doctor who has been part of
the Mental Health system said recently. "They set up an
objective test in which your score can only go down. All
their research on drugs is geared to look for bad effects, and
if they want to find bad things they'll find them; they'll find
anything they want to."
The N I M H line on drugs as a social issue follows that ideology closely. Use of drugs is always abuse, but more study
is required—by NIMH-funded scientists. Prison and penalties are discouraged; psychiatrists are, after all, tenderhearted and woolly-minded. Drug users are considered
sick, if not criminal: which suggests that Mental Health
therapists, and not the police; should take charge.
There is a similar line on schizophrenia, a mental phenomenon which N I M H finds as intractable as it is fascinating. Millions of dollars are being spent on biopsychiatric
research in hopes that some molecule will be found which
"causes" schizophrenia, in the way a virus causes the mumps.
Each year, N I M H functionaries appear at Congressional
Appropriations Committee hearings to report startling advances. But real progress has been near zero in establishing
a biochemical basis for mental illness. "They come out with
an enormous amount of propaganda," a researcher admitted not long ago, "but it's mostly self-aggrandizing Madison Avenue stuff, like: 'Just this year there has been a chemical found in the blood of schizophrenics that smells like
garlic! Tests on 3419 cats . . . . ' "

An alternative approach—^that psychosis is definitional,
rather than pathological; that schizophrenia is a variant state
of consciousness, not a disease; that paranoia may be the
only rational way of making sense of the world—is dismissed at once as "irrational." And that is the most damaging word a super-uptight scientist can apply. The ideas of
Jung are treated with skepticism amounting to contempt,
and the concepts of R. D. Laing—who suggests that schizophrenia can be both valuable and restorative to human consciousness—are an object of scoffing.
The basic attitude of the mind-bureaucrats is that all
the "problems" they see must be defined in pathological
terms. It is only in terms of "health" and "disease" that they
can exercise their influence. Thus, the N I M H social scientists on the Kerner Commission (see "White on Black,"
Hard Times, No. 44) had to define the riots as a symptom of
the social disease of the ghetto. As liberals always do, the
bureaucratic shrinks see everyone they deal with as victims—whether they are blacks, kids, the poor, drug users or
schizophrenics. Liberals always have to have victims; if none
exist, they'll invent them.
A LL THE IMPLICATIONS OF managerial Mental Health
/%
come into focus in the operation of the commu/ %
nity mental health center, a civic installation that
-*- - ^ is fast taking its place alongside the police station and the school (and replacing the church) as an author-
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itative and authoritarian command post for social control.
The centers have been set up under a congressional act
passed in 1963 which was a keystone of managerial liberalism in the Kennedy era. (The act gave equal weight to projects related to mental retardation, a pet problem of the Kennedy family, but Mental Health now wags that dog.) The
bureaucratic structure and the administrative elaborations
of the community mental health center system could be endlessly explained, but provide little illumination into its functional place. What is important is how the centers as institutions house the Mental Health managerial ideology and
promulgate it as a community force.
The Connecticut Mental Health Center, in New Haven,
was conceived before the national legislation was passed,
and opened in 1966. It differs from many of the other centers around the country in its heavy dependence on state aid
and university (Yale) connections, but in its function and
effects it is not atypical. The Center consists of one nouveauairport-modern building and several outbuildings in ramshackle structures for appeal to the lumpen classes it serves.
A major part of the Center's work is treating "drug dependence" cases; the Drug Dependence Unit is supported mainly
by NIMH funds. (The Nixon administration's anti-drug
bill, passed in October 1970, gives the N I M H major responsibility for education and "rehabilitation" of drug users.)

one alternative way for extending the Mental Health movement is the development and widened use of psychotropic
drugs, i.e., tranquillizers and stimulants. They are a major
force in the "fight against mental illness," making possible
the decline in hospitalized patients, and bringing thousands
of people within the reach of the "movement."
This is an enormous and growing business: In 1967, 1.1
million prescriptions for all drugs wei^e filled at pharmacies
at a total retail cost of $3.9 billion. The "mind drugs" accounted for about a quarter of that, or $690 million. The
emphasis on prescriptions drugs is increasing. From 1958 to
1967 the number of new psychotropic prescriptions filled
rose from 42.7 million to 70.6 million, an increase of 65
per cent. This is nearly double the rate of growth for all
other drugs. One out of every four adults takes a mind drug
once a year. Tranquillizers are the second most widely prescribed category of drugs in the nation. Much of the market
is accounted for by people from 40 to 59; most of them are
women. While psychiatrists are generally believed to overprescribe drugs, the bulk of mind-drug prescriptions is doled
out by general practitioners. Looked at this way, the gut of
the Mental Health industry is the relationship between pharmaceutical manufacturer and general practitioner, with the
psychiatrist forming a sort of research-propaganda appendage to the business.

There is a range of attitudes the Connecticut Center's directors bring to their work, and some of them are clearly at
odds with one another's. But despite some objections, the
senior staff psychiatrist said, somewhat sadly. "On polresidents are preoccupied with health delivery systems," the
director. Dr. Boris Astrachan, explained. "We're increasingly managers, although, we hope, no less academicians."
Books on the principles of management crowd out the standard works on psychiatry on his shelves.
"How do you think we spend most of our time?" another
senior staff psychiatrist said, somewhat sadly, "On politics and budget, not on patients or even staff problems."
In early November, the administrators were preoccupied
with the changing political complexion of the state legislature from Democratic to Republican. "You play one off
against another," one of the administrators said, cribbing a
line from basic hip managerial theory. "We can use Yale to
legitimize our function. Of course it's a house of cards,
b u t . . . ."
It's hard to see how anything more than social management can flow out of such concerns. The Connecticut Center is as modern and groovy as any such facility in the country, with "rap sessions," long-haired shrinks and grass-blowing aides, but the underlying assumptions have to do with
delivering health services to drug users, hyperactive school
kids, alienated freaks and blown-away blacks, whose major
problem is that they cannot find satisfaction and self-integration in super-managerial society. There seems to be no
way for the Center to solve its patients' problems; indeed,
with such solutions, who needs a problem?

While mind drugs are widely advertised and used, there is
a continuing controversy as to their medical effectiveness.
Librium, one of the most prescribed drugs in the country,
has been on the market since 1961. The most recent studies
suggest that the medicine is probably not very useful. According to Dr. Richard Burack's Handbook of Prescription
Drugs, past studies indicate that phenobarbital works as well
as or better than Librium for reUef of anxiety, tension or
apprehension. Librium's main advantage over barbiturates
is that a Librium patient can't use the drug to commit suicide. The obvious disadvantage is price: A person can
maintain himself on phenobarbital for five cents a day, compared to 30 cents for Librium. A recent study by the National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council says
that Librium is effective in only one of 12 categories where
its use has been indicated in the past. More surprising, in
the nine years it has been on the market, there have been
but two controlled studies which would demonstrate the
effectiveness of the medicine. Librium is among the 10 mostprescribed drugs in the country. It is the second most-prescribed medicine for old people.

T

HE BACKBONE OF THE Mental Health movement is
the drug industry. With Congress withholding funds
for health care, and insurance companies still refusing to provide coverage against mental illness, the

A major part of the Mental Health industry is devoted to
pushing amphetamines ("speed"). Last year the pharmaceutical manufacturers made eight billion amphetamine tablets; most of them were sold to women desiring to lose
weight. Speed doesn't have much medical use. Studies indicate people lose about seven pounds over six weeks on
amphetamines, after which they build up a resistance to
the medicine and it is useless in reducing. While amphetamines are sometimes prescribed for mild depression, this
turns out to be a double screw: one part of the amphetamine
mix turns patients on, while another part turns them off,
thereby canceling the effect. The military sells large quantities of amphetamines to soldiers whom it is encouraging to
lose weight. While amphetamines are generally recognized
as next to useless from a medical point of view, they can
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Mrs, Raymond's pupils
do a double-take
And with good reason. She's trim and smartly
dressed the way she was when school began.
Valium (diazepam) has helped free her of the
excessive psychic tension and associated depressive
symptoms accompanying her menopause.
Now she's poised and cheerful again.
Like many patients on Valium, Mrs. Raymond
has tolerated it well. Such commonly reported
side effects as drowsiness, fatigue and ataxia have
not bothered her. Nevertheless, her physician is
observing all the precautions and warnings
summarized on the opposite page.
Whenever you need an effective adjunct to
hormonal therapy for tense, menopausal patients,
consider Valium...to help encourage a calmer
response to the stresses of everyday living.

Helps relieve excessive psycliic tension
and associated depressive symptoms. Useful
when .•M>malic complaints are coni.omitants of
emotion a) factors.
('aiming effect is usually prompt and
pronounced.
Seldom dulls the senses or interferes with
function; however, patients should be warned
against enRa^nf; in hazardous occupations
rec)uiring complete mental alertness.
Generally well tolerated; most common
side t-ffects have been drowsiness, fatigue and
Minimal effects on respiration, pulse or
heait rate; hypotension has bt^cn encoimtered
infrequently.
Is used concomitantly v^-ith most i^lasses
of primary medications.
Flexible dosage: available in 2-mg, .5-mg,
lO-mg tablets.
An li.R. dose added to b.id. or t.i.d. dosage
encourages a good night's sleep when tensioninduced insomnia is part of the menopausal
Before prescribing, please consult complete
product information, a summary of which follows;
Indifatiotis: Tension and anxiety states;
somatic c.implaints which are concomitants of
emotional factors; psychoneurotic states
manifested by tension, anxiety, apprehension,
fatigue, depressive s^-mptoms or agitation;
acute agitation, tremor, delinum tremer\^ and
hallucinosis due to acute alcohol wntbdrawal;
adjunclively in skeletal muscle spasm due to
reflex spasm to Ii^al pathology, spasticity
caused by upper motor neuron disordeif;,
athetosis, stiff-man syndrome, convulsive
disorders (not for sole therapy).
Contraindicated: Known hypersensitivity
to the drug. Children under 6 months of age.
Acute narrow angle glaucoma.
Warnings: Not of value in psychotic
patients. Caution against hazardous
occupations requiring complete mental

alertness. When used adjunctively in convulsive
disorders, txjssibility of increase in frequency
and/or severity of jnand mai seizures may
rei)uire increased dosage of standard
anticonvulsant medication; abrupt withdrawal
may be a.ssociated with temporary increase in
frequency and/oi' sei'erity of seizures. Advise
against simultaneous ingestion of alcohol and
other (;N? depressants. Withdrawal symptoms
have occurred following abrupt discontinuance.
Keep addiction-prone individuals under careful
surveillance because of their predisposition to
habituation and dependence. In pregnancy,
lactation or women of childbearinK age, weigh
potential benefit against possible hazardI'recautions: If combined with other
psychotropics or anticonvulsants, consider
carefully pharmacology of agents employed.
Usual precautions indicated in patients severely
depressed, or with latent depression, or with
suicidal tendencies. Obser\'e usual precautions
in impaired renal or hepatic function. Limit
dosage to smallest effective amount in elderly
and debilitated to preclude ataxia or
oversedation.
Side Effects: Drowsiness, ccinfusion,
diplopia, hypotension, changes irL libido, nausea
fatigue, depression, dysarthria.j;
rash, ataxia, constipation, heada<
incontinence, chanees in salivati(
s|ieech, tremor, vertigo, urinary retention,
blurred vision. Paradoxical leactions such as
acute bjTerexcited slates, anxiety,
hallucinations, increased muscle spasticity,
insomnia, rage, sleep disturbances, stimulation,
have l>een reported: should these occur,
discontinue drug Isolated reports of
neutrojienia, jaundice; periodic blood counts
and liver function tests advisable dunng
long-term therapy.

IKI Roche
l l = J = l LABORATORIES

V a l i u m (diazepam)
2-mg, 5-mg, 10-mg tablets
useful in psychoneurotic states
manifested by psychic tension
with associated depressive symptoms

I A special role for

M"-:^'.,i.

KltElinimethylphenidate)
is m M to niana^ment or Minimal Brain Dwfunction

/tj

ft.^

id

In post years, Ritalin has gained
wide acceptance a& an effective
and well-tolerated CNS stimulant.
It b unlikely to produce severe
effects on sleep, appetite, blood
pressure, and heart rate. However,
these side effects may occur (see
Adverse Reactions section of brief
prescribing information at the end
of this advertisement).
It is this record of efficacy with
notable safety that helps qualify
Ritalin for its adjunctive role in
MBD. Indeed, clinical studies

have demonstrated that Ritalin
can significantly benefit many
MBD children by controlling
hyperactivity. In general, side
effects were judged to be a minor
problem and rarely caused discontinuance of therapy, with the most
serious adverse reactions reported
being loss of appetite, sleeplessness, restlessness, irritability,
headache, and stomachache (see
Adverse Reactions section of
brief prescribing information).
Many investigators recommend

-^Cf-i

the use of Ritalin-as an adjunct
ID remedial methods of education
andparent counseling—after
careful, individual evaluation of
the child.
Although the physician is not
normally expected to be a specialist in remedial methods, he
should make every effort to follow
the patienu to help assure that
proper aid is being sought and
receivedThe school must do more than
supply remedial programs. School
administrators must recognize that
the type of behavior described may
be a medical problem and that the
earlier the child is referred to a
physician, the more rewarding the
response to drug therapy will be,
thus favoring good results from
remedial education methods.
Parents, too, are vital members
of the management team. Their
attitudes, their cooperation, their
understanding can, if positive,
help make the total effort rewarding for all concerned.

w.tnt CH^nnbHfiM [MnN \ni.
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have serious side effects, causing nausea and bleeding. Since
the drug elevates heart pressure, it can have a direct effect on
the rest of the system, and may aggravate pre-existing diseases. Some doctors regard amphetamine addiction as a far
more serious problem than heroin addiction, and much more
widespread: nine million Americans are believed to be addicted to amphetamines. In testimony before the Senate, Dr.
John Griffith of the Vanderbilt School of Medicine said,
"Amphetamine abuse is not confined to students. Our case
files indicate that the most likely occupational group to be
represented are medical personnel; housewives are next."
Of the eight billion amphetamine tablets produced yearly,
there is a legitimate medical market for only a few hundred,
according to Dr. Griffith.
Amphetamines are outlawed in Sweden. In the U.S. the
medical profession applies a double standard. The American Psychiatric Association, the shrinks' trade board, nominally disapproves of the use of amphetamines, but its weekly
news sheet. Psychiatric News, runs speed ads every week.
Now, with the fresh emphasis on developing yet a new
Mental Health market—childhood mental illness—the overground business in speed is looking up. There is a widening
use for the pills in schools. Speed works in reverse in children—calming them down, supposedly making them better
able to concentrate on their studies. The pills get the kids
off the teacher's back and make life in the school prison a
little less hazardous for the warders.
The drug companies are running a low-keyed campaign
to help parents and teachers determine whether a child is
hyperactive, or hyperkinetic, or suffering minimal brain dysfunction. The advertising program is directed at spotting
hyperactive kids in the first and second grades. Smith, KUne
& French, which makes amphetamines, distributes a booklet
which describes the hyperkinetic child: "He is generally
irritable, easily frustrated and quick to anger—in an explosive and unpredictable way. At home or in school, his attention shifts rapidly and he cannot concentrate on any
activity for any reasonable length of time. He fidgets or
squirms when he sits. His scholastic performance is poor,
especially in arithmetic, reading, and writing. He tends to
take an independent tack—in school, for example, by asking totally irrelevant questions, pulling another child's hair,
walking around during the rest period, etc. At home, he has
little patience and may not sit still for meals, TV, or even a
bedtime story that spellbinds his brothers and sisters. He
runs when he should walk, or perversely, walks when everybody's running. He seems to never sleep and may even get
out of bed in the middle of the night and roam around the
house." Smith, Kline & French says temper tantrums in infants may be "an early warning" of hyperkinesis in youngsters. The company then goes on to promote the use of amphetamines, which it says are useful in slowing down the
child, making him "more manageable," and helping a youngster "control his emotions." The company says amphetamines are not habituating or addicting in children. They say
that in a few cases children may develop a pale, anxious expression, but the most common side-effects are insomnia and
loss of appetite. "But except for individual sensitivity, which
your doctor has probably mentioned, experience has shown
that hyperactive children usually tolerate stimulating drugs
better than adults."

Ciba, the manufacturer of the popular stimulant Ritalin,
goes after the MBD child, described as follows: "He seems
in perpetual motion. In constant purposeless activity. He's
aggressive, destructive. Easily frustrated. Can't concentrate.
He's bright, yet does poorly in school. He wants friends, yet
companions shun him. His behavior makes him nearly unbearable to parents, teachers, playmates." Buried in tiny
print in the back of the Ciba brochure are side-effects—including possible psychosis and dependence.
A ccoRDiNG TO GOVERNMENT figures, some ten per cent
/%
of all children—four million in all—are seriously
/ %
maladjusted. The drug companies are aiming their
•*- - • - sales campaigns at this market. Drug company
representative help set up meetings with parents and teachers to discuss behavior problems. In Seattle, a drug salesman
brought together teachers, parents and doctors. In Omaha,
there was a scandal over the use of amphetamines in the
schools; teachers had referred parents of hyperactive youngsters to psychiatrists, who—with the school's cooperation—
put the youngsters on Ritalin.
While many doctors believe amphetamines help to steady
hyperactive children^an opinion which is formally shared
by the NIMH—there is no unanimity on the subject. In a
letter to Congressman Cornelius Gallagher, who is studying
the effects of amphetamines in children. Dr. Rada DysonHudson, a Johns Hopkins anthropologist, pointed out,
"Though hyperactivity is described as minimal brain dysfunction, there are strong indications that certain forms of
hyperactivity are inherited and occur in at least four per cent
of boys. (This hereditary hyperactivity is often associated
with reading and spelling problems, sometimes termed dyslexia.) To be present in the population at such a high frequency, a genetic trait cannot be an 'abnormality'—rather it
must now have or have had in the fairly recent past some
selective advantage. And the population is said to be polymorphic for that trait.
"In the case of hyperactivity, the selective advantage must
be quite large in order to counterbalance the fact that hyperactive children almost certainly have a higher mortality rate.
It is impossible to know, with the limited knowledge we have
at present, what this advantage might be; but it makes it
entirely wrong to think of hyperactivity as a pathology, as
medical doctors seem to do."
Even doctors who believe stimulants are useful in calming active children are disturbed at the long-term use of the
medicine; it might be addictive. And there is no clear, consistent definition f what is meant by hyperactivity.
Doting middle-class parents, who are brought up not to
question teachers or doctors, do what they are told. The
mother of a seven-year-old child was beside herself when
her son did poorly in the second grade. His attention span
had dropped. Testing by the local department of education
determined that the child had a "learning disability." The
mother writes, "He was recommended to a neurologist, who
classified him as hyperactive and put him on Ritalin. Personally I don't use more than aspirin in our home, but I was
desperate to help my boy. It does make my son very sedate
in school, where he can sit for an hour and a half and take
a required test. His performance did improve in school, and
the teachers finally paid attention to him because he behaved
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'normal.' But when I noticed him getting the side-effects—
brief headaches, blurry vision, stomach ache, brief anxiety—
I mentioned to the doctor I read an article of Jack Anderson's Washington column on Ritalin. The doctor likened it to
the cyclamate 'scare,' and as to my son's side-effects—'. . .
must be seizures, as not one patient has side-effects.' This I
do not believe so I have not given my son any Ritalin since
school is out, and I will prove to the doctor he will not have
any of these symptoms, which he hasn't!"
In Lakewood, California, children begin speeding in the
first grade at the suggestion of their teachers. In one instance,
the school principal called a mother and complained that her
seven-year-old second-grader couldn't sit still. The child
was referred to a psychiatrist, who examined the youngster
and found him in good health. However, the psychiatrist
thought the boy acted odd in playing with other children, a
trifle infantile. Another doctor's advice was sought. After
taking a look, that doctor said the kid had a "slight brain
dysfunction" and prescribed Ritalin, telling the mother,
"Well, we will prescribe Ritalin for him and give his teacher
some rest and peace." This worked out well until the parents
let the prescription run out and the boy crashed. The parents were too frightened of the school and doctors to tell
what had happened. The doctor gave the child some more
medicine to use with Ritalin. That turned him into a total
zombie.
This family had a younger boy, aged six, who annoyed
the first-grade class one day by yelling loudly while another
child cut off his hair. The school called the parents, and
they dutifully hauled the six-year-old off to a psychiatrist.
The doctor said the youngster was in good physical shape,
but that a little dose of Ritalin wouldn't do him any harm.
The six-year-old broke out in a rash. Summoning all their
courage, the parents disobeyed the doctor and took the child
off the drug.

T USED TO BE THAT ANYONE who attacked mental health
was a fascist or a kook," one Community Mental
Health Center official said nostalgically a few months
ago. There are still attacks from the right, but the
range of criticism is qualitatively different, now that Mental
Health is institutionally established. More serious than the
reactionaries from the outside are the insurgents within
psychiatry and Mental Health institutions.
The passing of the New Deal Renaissance at the end of
1968 has brought considerable heartache and some hard
times to the mind-bureaucrats. Former NIMH Director
Stanley Yolles's imperial designs are threatened. He succeeded, under the Johnson Administration, in achieving a
degree of independence for the NIMH from the other health
institutes; but the NIMH is increasingly bothered by its inclusion in a bureaucratic grotesquerie called HSMHA
(Health Services and Mental Health Administration), a division of HEW. Nixon succeeded in forcing YoUes out of
office; clearly, the new administration wanted its own man
in the NIMH directorship. YoUes was able to make his departure a liberal issue, and he rolled out of the NIMH office
building something of a hero. But the heroics are mostly
mock; an exchange of bureaucrats is hardly a shattering political event. Yolles helped make heroin and schizophrenia

I

political; he immodestly complained when those politics
took away his job.
At the same time. Mental Health is losing some of its
appeal in Congress, without which NIMH would be hard
pressed to make its own politics. The original idea of N I M H
theorists was to create a network of centers which would
give each congressman an important, federally funded installation in his district. Just as congressmen now have a post
office and a poverty agency, so would they have a Mental
Health Center for all the benefits it might reap in employment, electoral support, community power and so forth. In
a few places that scheme has succeeded. In New Haven, for
example, the lower-class "Hill" community, which has a
special status in the Mental Health Center service structure,
made some heavy hay from the jobs and para-professional
training opportunities the Center provides. But in most areas,
the congressmen get more pains than pluses for their votes,
and the budgets are being squeezed. What's more, Mental
Health's favorite friends in Congress—Senators Lister Hill
and Ralph Yarborough, and Representative John Fogarty—
are defeated or dead. Mental Health lobbying—carried out
by NIMH types, by Mike Gorman of the National Committee Against Mental Illness, and by some old New Deal reformers still ambulatory in the Capitol—is not going well.
While the government is cutting back on the community
mental health program, the insurance industry—which provides important economic incentives for health care—is still
leery of insuring against mental illness unless it is treated in
a hospital. The insurance companies fear heavy use of policies permitting out-patient care, and hence they are unwilling to make available coverage on any sort of broad
scale. The interests of the insurance companies are against
those of the NIMH bureaucrats: the insurance companies
encourage people to go into big hospitals, while the Mental
Health reformers at N I M H are working to get people out
of the hospitals so they can receive treatment in community mental health centers.

The promise of the Mental Health movement as an instrument of social integration has been illusory; not because
its techniques are unperfected, but because its assumptions
are misplaced. That's not to say that many individuals haven't
been comforted or consoled by the uses of mental health
therapy; there's no point in fearing mind-benders beneath
every couch. But like the CIA—which corporate Mental
Health resembles in institutional form—the mind-bureaucracy finally entraps those it initially helps. Corporate law, in
the same way, defends helpless innocents while it solidifies
business and political monopolies. Corporate education provides useful instruction while it supports imperial extension. Corporate industry gives consumers their plastic toys
while it grabs the nation's wealth. Corporate Mental Health,
too, dispenses its gifts; it soothes the nerves while it keeps
men mad.
Andrew Kopkind
Hard Times. This
for Investigative
vided by Frances

and James Ridgeway are the editors of
report was aided by a grant from the Fund
Journalism. Research material was proLang.
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(Continued from Page 37)
proddings of the Bay of Pigs fiasco and the expense of the
Saipan scheme ($28 million), the CIA abandoned its complex and returned it to the Trust Territory government, which
moved its headquarters there in 1962.
Finally, in the early 1960s, American policy altered somewhat. First came budget increases—to a munificent $17.5
million. Then the government began the first significant development of Micronesian resources since Japanese days:
it allowed Van Camp to establish a tuna-fishing operation.
A crash program whisked several hundred Peace Corps
volunteers into the islands just ahead of the 1967 UN visiting mission, which nodded approvingly at the volunteers'
earnestness. Yet nothing compared in importance to the formation of Micronesia's first Territory-wide legislature, the
Congress of Micronesia. Patterned after the U.S. federal legislature, it comprises a Senate (two members from each of the
six districts), and a House of Representatives apportioned by
population. With its first session in 1965, Micronesians at
last had a voice in their government. Seeking to muffle that
voice, the U.S. gave the High Commissioner and Secretary
of the Interior final veto powers over legislation passed by
the Micronesian Congress and kept all budget matters in executive hands (doubtless recalling how American colonial
legislatures used the power of the purse to throttle recalcitrant governors). Nonetheless, the U.S. had taken a fatal
step, for the legislature quickly earned the allegiance of the
Micronesian people and greatly fostered the sense of Micronesian unity among the disparate island cultures. This unity
came not a moment too soon, for by the end of the 1960s
Micronesia faced a renewed threat to her aspirations for selfdetermination as the U.S. unfolded her design for carrying
the Pax Americana to the Pacific Rim.

[EARNINGS BETTING ON EARNINGS]

W

ASHINGTON KNOWS AS WELL as Corporate businessmen about the Asia story: that U.S. trade
with Asia reached $12.9 billion in 1967, and
that earnings on investments in Asia far outstrip
those from Latin America or Europe. The Pacific Rim fascinates U.S. business, both for its current wealth (Japan
ranks as our second largest trading partner) and for the
much-heralded potential of Indonesia and other Southeast
Asian nations—so much so that "the opening up of Asia"
has already become a cliche for the 1970s. America has
been in there fighting for military dictatorships in South
Korea, Taiwan and Thailand, in addition to South Vietnam,
to assure other nations they have a friend in Uncle Sam
should internal dissension threaten the status quo. Billions
of dollars of foreign aid prop up cooperative countries. Empires like ours are not maintained by treaties and friendly
persuasion alone; thus, by late 1969, U.S. economic,political
and military interests required her to keep 833,000 troops
and 195 major military installations in Asia.

Nixonian Washington found itself in a terrible bind, however. Vietnam demonstrated that U.S. ground troops cannot defeat strong guerrilla forces. And besides, the mothers
in Peoria weren't going to stand to have more of their sons
slaughtered in the jungles. To solve the double bind, new
American strategy calls for the U.S. to use its great air power
and logistics capabilities to support Asian ground troops doing the kind of fighting at which U.S. troops failed in Vietnam. It amounts to Vietnamization on a continental scale.
The strategy requires a vast array of forward and rear bases
in the Pacific, since strategists insist on both speedy and mas-
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sive responses by American forces. With the largest existing
U.S. base in Asia—Okinawa—gone by 1972, and all other
American installations based in possibly unstable sovereign
allies, the Pentagon boys dusted off their old Pacific charts
where America ruled "virtually as if it were an area over
which we had sovereignty"—in the words of former Undersecretary of State Katzenbach. So Micronesia came to be the
launching pad of law and order in the Pacific.
The military men though they had an easy catch in Micronesia. And why not? The Trust Territory government claims
over 50 per cent of all Micronesian land as public domain
under sole control of the High Commissioner. Large areas
still remained designated as "military retention land" after
the U.S. folded up World War II bases, and a year ago, to
build good will, the Navy even sent Seabee teams to work on
public projects in Micronesia. The U.S. Congress did its part
by pumping $40 million into the Trust Territory's budget, as
if to demonstrate the potential generosity of the civilian
branch. And on Guam, where some Micronesians look forward to military largesse and job opportunities, the military
has airlifted almost the entire American Dream, with big
cars, television. Dairy Queens and third-rate rock music. The
Palau district, however, cast a wary eye upon General Lewis
Walt, Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps, when
he visited the islands last year. Walt, an arch foe of "yapping peaceniks" (he claimed last fall that peace demonstrations had prevented an American victory in Vietnam),
came to Palau, hoping for a site on which to build a Marine
jungle training base. He told the District Legislature that
their islands were ideal and he hoped they could work out an
agreement for land use. Oblivious to the Micronesian custorri that forbids face-to-face refusal of a request, he left
Palau with a feather in his cap, believing he had the acquiescence of the Legislature. Instead, the legislators gave him
a black eye: as soon as he left they passed a resolution stating
that the proposed base "would not be in the best interests of
the Palauan people" who are "a peace-loving people who
have no desire ever again to have the tragedies of war visited
upon them." Walt, sure that a Peace Corps lawyer had put
the lawmakers up to this treachery, got the White House to
quickly curtail Micronesia's Peace Corps lawyer program.
Their top-ranking tacticians outmaneuvered by Micronesians. the Pentagon brass began to deal more circumspectly
with the Trust Territory. Military inspectors tour quietly
now, and other furtive agents drop from the sky unannounced to spook around. In office less than 100 days, Walter Hickel became the first Interior Secretary in seven years
to visit Micronesia. Included in his cornucopia of promises
from Washington was one that the U.S. government would
not take Micronesian land "without full discussion with all
parties involved and full and adequate compensation." For
a short time Micronesians took heart that the U.S. had resolved not to repeat the malefactions it had committed in the
Marshalls.
Gloom drove out their hopes when two months later the
Micronesian Congress released a copy of a dispatch Hickel
sent to High Commissioner Edward Johnston after the Secretary's return to Washington. "Work is now going forward
in the Defense Department," Hickel admitted, concerning
military land requirements in Micronesia; he then promised
to send Johnston whatever information he needed. Johnston

cabled back that the Trust Territory government had to know
locations of land "at least nine months before the need to
occupy." The Congress of Micronesia immediately passed a
resolution requesting that all military land acquisition efforts
cease. Congressmen also argued for the repeal of a 1955
agreement between the Defense Department and the Trust
Territory which obliged the latter to acquire privately owned
land for defense. The Micronesians pointed out that under
the UN Trusteeship Agreement, the Territory government
was supposed to "protect Micronesians against the loss of
their lands and resources"—not negotiate a military seizure.
Not surprisingly, Washington decided to drop the military
question from public discussion. Trust Territory officials now
deny any knowledge of military intentions, and no information drips out of the Pentagon. Air Force studies still
showed the feasibility of a plan to construct in the Truk
District a huge B-52 base that would involve the leveling of
entire islands. The Navy's interest still centers around the
lagoons that made excellent fleet anchorages in World War
11. Forced to cool it for the past year, however, the Pentagon
bowed to the Nixon Administration, which had decided that
further muscling under the Strategic Trust provisions was unwise. Instead, why not end the trusteeship arrangement and
get Micronesia to bind herself permanently to the U.S.?
This would remove the onus of UN criticism and give the
United States secure title to future island bases. A sound plan
from a sound American. But Washington underestimated
the determination of Micronesians to end their subservience
to the U.S. and to carve out a future that would place their
own aspirations ahead of American Pacific strategy.
[THE TENUOUS STALEMATE]

T

ODAY, GOVERNMENTAL POLICY in Micronesia depends not only on American decisions but on those
of the 33-member Congress of Micronesia. In the
past two years the energy and political skill of
Micronesian congressmen have emerged as the primary obstacles preventing Washington from dictating a new political
status to Micronesia. They have worked tirelessly to teach
themselves and their people the steps of nation-building,
while simultaneously resisting fierce pressures to bow to
American wishes. The odds overwhelmingly favor the U.S.
in this contest, but the Congress acts a very spirited David
to the American Goliath. Hope exists that today's young
Micronesians will grow to maturity not as wards of the U.S.
but as free people playing their chosen role in world affairs.
In 1967 the Congress of Micronesia created from its membership a Political Status Commission to make recommendations for the islands' political future. The task proved immense, for in the preceding 20 years, as Senator Francisco
Palacios of the Marianas says, "[America's] concern with
the strategic aspect of the Trusteeship . . . neglected the primary purpose of the Trusteeship—to guide Micronesia to
genuine self-government." The level of political sophistication among U.S. Trust Territory personnel was revealed by
one who proudly told a group of Peace Corps volunteers that,
to the government's knowledge, no Communist had ever
entered the islands. After two years of meeting with their
constituents and visiting political dependencies around the
world, the Commission recommended in 1969 that Micro-
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nesia choose "self-government in free association" with the
U.S. Under such an arrangement, Micronesia would control
all her own internal affairs (she now has only hobbled legislative power and limited advisory power on other matters).
But she would also recognize America's strategic interest,
and her continued need for assistance and protection from
the U.S.
The report dealt forthrightly with the military question.
It noted the "surprising degree of anxiety" expressed by
the Micronesian villagers with whom the Commission met,
and their fear of losing lands or having their culture swamped
should America build more bases. But the Commission observed that land constituted Micronesia's best bargaining
agent, and as a self-governing state she could insure that her
interests weren't sacrificed to those of the U.S. Micronesians
hold their land—which one leader aptly described as "our
smallest and our most precious resource"—so dear that it
is unlikely they would accept a political status that denied
them control over its disposal.
The state of Micronesia's economy also contributes to
the complexity of her choice of a political future. As late as
1967 the UN termed the economy "virtually stagnant." Government expenditures so direct the economy that the private
sector can't hope to compete. Tourism brings the mixed blessing of dollars and an immeasurable social and cultural assault. Imports outstrip exports four-and-a-half to one; until
1969, Micronesia's second largest export consisted of scrap
metal left over from the war. Micronesians in the urban
centers have developed tastes for a life style that depends
almost entirely on the sums spent by the government. Thus
the political dilemma: without continued outside aid for
years to come the islanders would have to give up the appurtenances of civilization they insist on having. The people
find themselves so dependent economically on the U.S. that
the Status Commission ruled out independence as only "a
second alternative^" should free association prove impossible. Yet as a senator from Ponape reminded a high school
audience, "My great-great-grandfather was independent. It
is the younger people who may want to sell their birthrights
to live a more comfortable life."
Micronesia's hopes to negotiate free association with the
U.S. met a sharp setback last spring. An intransigent U.S.
delegation met with a Political Status Delegation appointed
by the Congress of Micronesia and, brushing aside the Micronesians' instructions to discuss only free association or
independence, made a flat offer of commonwealth status for
the islands. The incensed Status Delegation filed its report
to the Congress of Micronesia last July, recomrnending that
the offer be rejected for three reasons: under a commonwealth arrangement Micronesia would (1) lose control of
her lands; (2) lack complete legislative freedom; and (3)
have to agree to associate permanently with the U.S. The
Delegation told the Americans, ". . . the legal rights we consider essential to the effective protection of a Micronesian
identity cannot be bartered for [the] financial and economic advantages [of commonwealth status!." One member of the Delegation asked the Micronesian Senate why the
U.S. would offer a status that denied Micronesians so many
of the rights Americans enjoy, then answered his own question: "The American delegation was concerned, above all
else, with the U.S.'s military interest in our islands."

HIS PAST AUGUST, in an eloquent speech before the
Micronesian Senate, Lazarus Salii carefully defined
the central political question he dealt with as chairman of the Political Status Delegation: "Who owns
and therefore should govern Micronesia? I have always
thought that Micronesia belongs to Micronesians, and that
we had the right to rule our own home islands. I have never
believed that the fact other nations fought wars in our islands and waters and negotiated agreements, mandates, and
trusteeships among themselves . . . affected the fact that we
were Micronesians and this was our Micronesia.

T

"In peace and in war, this was our home. To others it
was a strategic area, a defense perimeter, a trust territory,
but we considered this our home. And in the last few years
we have insisted that we have the right to rule our home. . . .
The United States, in its offer of commonwealth status, still
has not recognized that right. . . . Underneath all the talk
of lasting partnerships and higher budgets is a basic and
continuing denial of our right to self-government.
"As a commonwealth Micronesia would become a permanent member of the United States political family—eminent domain would remain eminent domain, i.e., in American hands; veto would remain veto; Kwajalein would remain America and Ebeye . . . would remain Micronesia. And
Micronesia would become the newest, smallest, remotest
non-white minority in the United States political family—as
permanent and as American as, shall we say, the American
Indian."
Immediately after this speech the Senate unified behind
Salii in voting 11-1 to endorse free association officially. But
as the Status Delegation report noted with concern, the U.S.
has never agreed that the terms of a new association must be
approved by the Congress of Micronesia. Congressmen fear
that the U.S. may try to bypass their authority, dazzle less
sophisticated islanders with pie-in-the-sky promises, and
then win a plebiscite before the Congress could convince the
people of the serious disadvantages of commonwealth status.
Because of such apprehensions, the Congress gave a less
than enthusiastic welcome to Assistant Secretary of the Interior Harrison Loesch when he arrived in Saipan in a vain
attempt to sway congressional votes in favor of the commonwealth proposal. Loesch had headed the U.S. delegation that
had made the commonwealth offer in the spring, and he had
made many friends among Micronesians with his "down
home" affability. But after Salii's speech and the Senate's
vote, the legislators were determined to stick to their guns,
and despite an extended visit Loesch returned home frustrated. U.S.-Micronesian negotiations still remain deadlocked. But it's not beyond reason to suggest that the advantage passed to the Micronesians this summer because of
their firmness. They have served notice to the Nixon Administration that they will not docilely accept a political status
dictated from Washington. Tenaciously clinging to their besieged lands and culture, they have stolen the most dog-eared
page from Richard Nixon's diplomatic handbook: they are
negotiating from strength.
Steve Murray is completing work on a doctoral degree in
International Relations at Tufts University. He taught in
Micronesia while with the Peace Corps from 1966-68.
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